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**Figure 1. Recovery Continuum – Description of Activities by Phase**
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After Harvey – Implications for the Healthcare Community

If you read the title, it says After Harvey - Implications for the Healthcare Community. Well, a lot of those implications were there before Harvey. Let me just set the stage a little bit. Who am I? Why do you see me every time something's going wrong? Well, most people don’t understand county judge. I'm not a judge. I'm not a lawyer. But in Texas county judge is sort of a county executive. But that's a little misleading because unlike the mayor, it's a strong mayor form of government.

County is run by the county judge and four county commissioners and collectively, we were called the Commissioner's Court, but we're not a court. I'm a judge but not really a judge, presiding over a court that's not really a court. What most people don’t know, but I found out when I was King County judge, back in 2001, the legislature following the events of 9/11 decided somebody needed to be in charge in case of emergencies and disasters in every county and that person is the county judge. The mayors have some control over their cities, but we got 34 cities in Harris County, so you can't have the mayor of Houston, for example, as much as we like the mayors of Houston, they can't be dictating policy and saying what happens.

So we have this very structured system of how to deal with emergencies, and so my title was Director of Homeland Security and Emergency Management. But even that is a little bit misleading because Loving County has 82 people in it and Harris County has 4.7 million. So we don’t function exactly the same way. So once I came in as County Judge and I was told that I was Director of Homeland Security and Emergency Management, it dawned on me that the emergency management side, that's good because Harris County really does, we have the best emergency operation center in the country… We have the best emergency operation center in the country.

But when it comes to homeland security, do I really think that the FBI or the National Security Agency, if there's a terrorist threat, somebody in Washington can say, “You know, we got to call Judge Emmett.” It's not going to happen because I don’t have the staff to deal with that. So, I’m now served with four sheriffs and the first thing I do when a new sheriff comes in is I go to him and say, "I've got this title, but guess what, you got the troops, the law enforcement.” I do have a former CIA personal staff who has all the clearances and they can find out things that I'm not allowed to find out and I tell them if it's something I need to tell the public, come tell me. So you have to get that clear. So that's who I am and that's why you see me in times of disasters.

They never let me come out and tell you it's a wonderful day. I mean, how many times – this afternoon is going to be glorious, you're not going to see me out in a press conference saying “Yes, what beautiful weather out here today.” Now, Harvey, let's be clear about something. We did not get hit by a hurricane. Harvey was a hurricane when it made landfall down in South Texas. But we got the rains, we got the remnants of Hurricane Harvey, and that's an important consideration because hurricanes -- and I didn't really realize this until Harvey came along.
Hurricanes are easy..., compared to something like Harvey, because with hurricane we have a 120 hour window before landfall. We know who's going to do what. All we have to do is look at the storm surge and decide how many, how far inland we're going to evacuate to make sure Galveston-Brazoria County get out of the way first.

And it's our little formula with rains that are going to fall in an unprecedented amount. It's been estimated - this was an eight to ten thousand-year event, we hope that's true. We hope it doesn’t come around next year. So when the rain started falling here, it turned into a five-day rain event, and I just want to go through briefly the timeline because Harvey, when it was in the gulf was a tropical storm, wasn’t even going to be a hurricane; and then within about 24 - 30 hours, it ratcheted all the way up to a category 4 hurricane and made landfall. And they were talking that there was going to be 50 inches of rain maybe… in a couple of counties to the northwest of us and this was on Tuesday, Wednesday. So we had some conversation, you remember, about evacuation; we have a certain state official suggest we should evacuate after the fact.

Now think about it, if Wednesday before the rain started on Saturday, if I had gone on television and said, "Everybody run for your lives. We're going to evacuate all four and a half million people from Harris County. Your facilities would’ve gone…" Has he lost his mind? Exxon Mobil would have said, "You mean, you want us to shut down our entire North American campus that it might rain this weekend, really?" So I mean, that was not an option. But we knew it was going to be a serious event, and as it ginned up and as the storm came in on probably about Thursday we knew, ‘okay, this is going to be a big problem’. The bigger problem is when you don’t know where the rain is going to fall. You don’t know which area is going to flood.

So you don’t know how to handle whatever evacuations you're going to have and whatever shelter operations you're going to have. So about Friday… We were all up in our emergency operation center. First decision we had to make was whether or not to cancel the Coldplay concert at NRG Stadium. See, some of you are going, "Yeah, I was supposed to go there." Because the rains were not going to come in until later that night or early in the morning and do you cancel -- well, fortunately the band cancelled and that made our lives a lot easier. But also on Friday, what people don’t remember is -- and this speaks volumes about the people that worked for me and I get to work with. There were two tornadoes striking on parallel tracks at the Northwest Harris County.

In our emergency operations center, there was a deputy, who came down to see me. We were watching these things and I said, "Oh, look at those tornadoes." He goes, "Yeah. That was my house." And he went back to work, and he worked the next six days. It is that kind of dedication that we have. So the rain started on Saturday, any of you live in Meyerland? I purposely went down and asked whether Meyerland flooded? We were told no then... Flooded the next day, but the first day, Meyerland got a pass. But there were other areas that you well know constantly flooded. So what's the aftermath of all that? Well, whether we like it or not, flood control, flood mitigation is now job number one for Harris County. There is no way around it. Everything else, gets to take a backseat because not only is it the right thing to do for people who live here, but the perception.
We cannot allow a perception (and Mayor Turner and I talked about this at length), we cannot allow a perception of Houston and Harris County as being this flood prone area that nobody wants to live in. Because the truth of the matter is, 6% of the homes in Harris County are flooded, 6%. That's a lot of homes, but it's not like the whole area went under water, and in fact a lot of the areas that had been previously flooded did not flood this time in Harvey. So we've got to pay attention to flood mitigation and knowing the audience here, we can do it. The Texas Medical Center is the perfect example. During Tropical Storm Allison, I didn't live here. But the med center as you all know, went under water. During Harvey, it didn't.

Yet, a lot more rain fell during Harvey and that's because of those big box culverts that went under Kirby and all the improvements that had been made to Brays Bayou. We need to finish that. We know that we can mitigate flooding if we do the right thing, but it's going to take money. Now we have to look at accessibility, and again the med center is a classic example. During Harvey, yes it didn't flood, but you couldn't get there, it was an island. Supplies couldn't get in and out. People couldn't get in and out. We've got to now find ways to decide what the critical infrastructure needs are, what the critical areas are that we need to protect and make sure that there's at least one roadway in and out so that we never get in that situation again.

Then we get to the people story. When the floods were at their worst, there were a lot of interesting dynamics going on and I might be a little critical of the Red Cross. We always have 300 or so possible shelters whenever we have an emergency. But deciding which ones you're going to operate, which ones you're going to stand up, you can't decide until the emergency itself because you don't know which ones you're going to need or which ones are going to be available. So when the storm was sort of at its worst and people were being pulled out of Harvey's way and rescued by boats, we had 36 sites selected, of course, George Brown was already being setup by the city and the Red Cross for 10,000 people. We had 36 sites selected and we needed those sites opened.

There was a gentleman from the Red Cross on the floor of the emergency operation center. He was a wonderful man and volunteer; and he said, "Well, we'd like to but we don't have any drivers." I said, "Well, why don't you have drivers?" "Well, we're a volunteer organization. And our drivers can't get out." Okay. So we scrambled around and we got drivers. The County Clerk even drove the truck. So we went back and said, "We've got a driver."… By the way, Metro was a hero in this whole thing. Metro was out of service. Tom Lambert, the CEO of Metro was in our EOC and anything we needed, he provided because his people were available, his equipment was available. On a total side note, national media, bless them, Metro had moved a lot of their buses up on this one highway, to get them out of Harvey’s way and the National Media portrayed that as all those were stranded.

They were purposely put there, so that they wouldn't be like the school buses back in New Orleans, you know out there floating in the water. So, anyway, Tom Lambert provided some drivers. So we go back to the gentleman at the Red Cross and say, "Okay, we got drivers." He said, "Well, we don't have any trucks." So, ‘wait a minute what do you mean you don’t have any trucks?’ He said, "Well, we were afraid they were going to flood, so we moved them." Well, that made me want to ask the question of ‘if you don't have any drivers, how did you move
them? But we didn't have time to get into that. So Mattress Mack and UPS and some other stores provided the trucks. We eventually got these 36 shelters up. But we got to do a better job than that. That's a lesson learned, and while it sounds critical to the Red Cross, it's really not. We need them not to be trying to do things that they can't do. We need to have other plans to do that.

And of course, and our G shelter got setup. It was supposed to be a FEMA operation, but FEMA trucks couldn't get in either. This is where Harvey was so different than a hurricane because hurricanes don't flood areas north of us and west of us. And so all those relief supplies that were going to come in couldn't get here so that's when we called the local Baker Ripley formerly neighborhood centers. They set up what has now become the model for the world in terms of shelter operations. That was all good, but what we also found was, in evacuation, there was a problem, and I say evacuation, people were being pulled out by boat, hopefully none of you were, but if you were I'm sorry, but you're here and you're alive and that's a good thing. My daughter's family was taken out of Braes Heights by boat, we all sort of endured that.

But there were so many people being rescued, that rescuers both public and private were taking them to the nearest dry land dropping them and going back to get more. Nobody wrote down where they put all those people. So the next day when we're trying to move people to shelters, we didn't know where they were... We had to do a reverse supply chain, logistics formula to figure out, okay, here's these people, here are the shelters, how do we get the right people to the right shelters? So in the future, we're going to give every group, I guess an RFID chip and they're going to hang on to that chip and we'll be able to track them. So hopefully they won't do anything bad, but we'll at least know where they are.

That's not all I'm going to say about Harvey. Because Harvey changed my life but now it's a distraction and it's something that we're all going to pay a lot of attention to. Harris County, the county government operates only on property tax. Nobody likes the property tax, me included. Most miserable tax ever devised, but that's all the county has. We have certain state leaders and legislators who constantly say, "You need to lower the property tax, you need to lower the property tax." Everybody goes, "Yeah, that's a good idea, my property taxes are too high." Well, that's great. Medicaid was mentioned. I went to the legislature, was it three sessions ago? And I said, "Explain Medicaid." My gosh, he thought I was the boogeyman. But the truth of the matter is, that first time we suggested, if the State of Texas would put $50.3 million into the program, we would’ve gotten $4 billion back. And that $4 billion would’ve been the best property tax relief anybody could have. But why wouldn't they do it? Because they didn't want to seem like they were going to give President Obama a win, and it didn't have anything to do with the Affordable Care Act. We've got the same number of poor people who need healthcare, and as the fiduciary agent, if you will, of the county, you know, if I can get the federal government to pay for it and get that burden off the local tax payer, why would the legislators not do that? Because they're too wrapped up in various philosophical arguments. But the truth of the matter is, indigent healthcare is going to bankrupt Harris County if we don’t do something about it.
But the indigent healthcare piece we have got to deal with, and when you understand that Harris County has more people than 26 states and poor people don’t all live in one little neighborhood anymore, there's this myth, you know, that although people lived down in the circle of inner city area, it's not true. I can show you along 1960 and Cypress and Katy and we now have such suburban pockets of poverty that we've got to have more clinics out there. We've got to be able to provide services out there, and the best way to provide those services, and Harvey brought this to fore even more, we need preventive care, we don’t need people coming to the ERs and LBJ to get their primary healthcare.

We got to find a way for them to be more involved; and this group is a great group – I’m going to get to an assignment here at the end by the way, so get ready! It can't just be the public interview. We've got to find a way to get healthcare more accessible to more people in a preventive sort of way. So talking about preventive healthcare, let me tell you a concern I have. When the Katrina evacuees came over and I was county judge at the time. Louisiana had a registry so that – when it was all setup about at the astrodome. You were able to check people's vaccination records. You were able to get everybody’s shots up to date. The Texas legislature is going the other way. Texas is the only state that we have an opt-in registry rather than an opt-out registry. We now have an anti-vaccine group that is campaigning around the state and they're winning and its occurring right here.

I know this is not a political crowd, but I've got to say it. You know, Sarah Davis, I don’t care whether you like her politics or not, is being approached by somebody who is anti-vaccine. And the governor is putting millions of dollars into that opponent's campaign. So we have a governor of the State of Texas who is anti-vaccine, how does this work? It makes no sense. Your industry has got to start stepping up. You got to start saying, "Wait a minute, we may agree with you on this, this, and this, but we're going to take issue over here". Because we've gotten ourselves -- and I thought about it driving over here today.

When I was growing up, the healthcare industry was trusted. It was something that, if a doctor said, ‘do this’, you went, ‘yeah, it's a good idea’. Now we've got government officials saying, "No, no, no. I know better about healthcare than you do." And that's got to change. We've got to make a change. So what's the other issue that we got to talk about? Mental health. Harris County jail is the largest mental health facility in the State of Texas. Fundamentally wrong. People shouldn't be in jail because they have mental health issue. The legislature is working on that, they’ve made improvements. As a matter of fact, they just approved and Representative Davis got it through appropriations - we're going to double the size of Harris County psychiatric centers. For a population of 4.7 million, we're going to double it from 220 to 440. It's not enough, and again, it does come down to money.

I'm afraid of putting on my emergency management hat, I'm afraid of a pandemic breaking out. I know how to deal with a storm. I know how to deal with ice. But how do you deal with pandemic? And I'm -- for now anyway, you know I'm the governor’s appointee on the Texas Infectious Disease task force representing large urban counties. But how can you have an infectious disease task force at the same time that you're saying vaccinations aren’t the right
thing? It doesn’t make any sense, and the problem with all of that is your industry, the medical community, doctors in particular.

So from the county point of view, Harvey brought into very clear focus that we are large, we have diverse, we have a lot of people in a lot of needs and we're going to have to meet those needs. But where is the money going to come from? We have got to step up and say, "We're going to spend millions of dollars on flood mitigation, no question." But we can't allow Harvey to say, "Okay, that's all we're going to do." We can’t allow Harvey to take every penny that we have -- and by the way, I've got a side note. In the last legislative session, we have something called an economic stabilization fund in the State of Texas. And certain members of the Texas House and the Speaker wanted to use some of the $10 billion that's in that fund to help with some teacher issues and some other issues then they were told, "No, no, no." Now the governor and lieutenant governor and others, that is a rainy day fund. We cannot use that for these type of expenses. We have to save that for a natural disaster. And then Harvey comes along. If that ain't a rainy day, I don't know what is. Guess what? No tapping of the rainy day fund yet. They say they're going to and I hope they do, but even if they do, what you cannot allow to happen is for Harvey to be a distraction from the other things that we have to do. Harvey hopefully was a one-time event. It opened our eyes to needs in flood mitigation.

However, it can't cause us to just completely ignore mental health, indigent healthcare, proper healthcare, all these things that are going to make our society and our community better. We can't let Harvey do that to us. If that happens, then Harvey will have won. We got to focus on other things. So I just want to leave you with your challenge and it comes from a great philosopher. The late great Jerry Garcia of the Grateful Dead, who once said, "Somebody has got to do something, and it's incredibly pathetic that it has to be us." So you're the "us" and you got to do something. Thank you very much.